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Organic Fast Food

Chalon sur Saône



The legal status for our business is SARL: 
Limited Liability Company

Our production is a food service: fast food

French sandwiches, salads, vegetables bowls, fruits 
bowls, soups, fresh pressed fruit juices, desserts

Our target customer is  a true Believer and or 
enlightened environmentalist and or strapped seekers

He is an urban consumer; 18/57 years who eats
quickly and healthy





Our social values

Every year, Organic Fast Food will contribute 10% of its 
profits to the foundation of France, in order to fight 
against poverty and contribute to the sustainable 
development of the most disadvantaged communities

FAIRTRADE: we want to participate for the farmers
a better deal



Ecological balance and sustainable development

So we participate to conserve biodiversity variety on Earth

Our fast food is supplied with renewable energy 
(wind, photovoltaic)

Compost: our fast food separate the rubbish for recycling



Some of our products are from fair trade: coffee, tea
and sugar

Buying fairtrade from « Artisans du monde » in Chalon

Ecological cleaning products are used to clean our 
restaurant, based on essential oils with the guarantees 
of food compatibility



Our suppliers work in organic farming so high quality

All ingredients are organic and natural

100 % organic products for 80 varieties of 
vegetables, fruits: bread, meat, vegetables, fruits, 
drinks

Respect  of a French norm

Yes, you read  and ear that correctly, 100 %!



More intense flavor

This morning you eat our products

We steam all the vegetables or frying in olive oil, 
without ever frying

Was it good? 

Organic food is safer and healthier than
conventionally grown food



Eat quickly: only 20 mn but with calm and serenity
with our zen space

You can eat then make a micro nap in order to be relaxed



To get the high quality

Our company gets all you need

Organic Fast Food, yesss

To have the best taste 

For the sustainable development

To eat quickly but healthy and ZEN

Unique in Burgundy



Come, eat and have a rest 
in our organic fast food

So…

Chalon sur Saône



Thank you for your attention


